
Ninja Vision Workbook
Define what you want!

Clarity gets Results
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LIVING YOUR DREAM LIFE - FEELING PROUD & HAPPY

DistractedUnmotivated Scared HustlingOverwhelmed

The great news is, that it doesn’t really matter which “box” you’re in because it‘s possible 

to move to successful & proud from any box.... All you need is a system that allows you to 

set the right goals and stay motivated until you reach them.

And the first step is clarity. You can only focus all your efforts on reaching your goals & 

creating the amazing life you dream of if your vision is clear to you.

If you don’t know where you’re going, you can never get there or it will take forever. 

Carity will give you direction and it will make setting your goals so much easier. 

Where are you on your journey?

https://www.learning-ninja.com
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Your current situation

What are you most proud of in your life?

What are you most thankful for?

What are your favorite things to do or to have in the world?

What is the most important you? (Connection, Money, Purpose, Freedom...)
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Your dream life in 1 sentence

Grab a nice cup of 

coffee, a pen & paper, 

and imagine what your 

perfect life looks like a 

few years from now. 

Get really specific and 

try to picture every 

aspect of it

Describe the life you want in one sentence

Who are people you admire because they have the life or values you want to live?

https://www.learning-ninja.com
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List what you want / part 1

Work: what kind of work environment do you thrive in?

Business: do you have your own business, and what kind of business?

Family: what does your family look like? Is everyone happy?

Friends: do you have great friends, what do you do together?
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Get the full Vision Workbook

https://learning-ninja.com/please-upgrade/

Are you ready to get real results? The full vision workbook + the printable 

20-page Ninja Goal Planner got  you covered all year. Get them now with the 
Select Acces or directly in the Ninja Shop. Finally start your business, generate 

more income, and get the freedom you want.


